
Obstacle Course
Chief Judge: John Friley

(Individual Journeyman Event)

Mean Time: 10 min
Drop Dead Time: 12 min

Event Summary
The event will begin with the competitor using an extendo stick to open the switch, remove the
solid blade and bring it down to the ground. After making contact with the solid blade with his
or her hand the competitor will re-install the solid blade and close the switch, competitor must
use the ring on the solid blade for opening and closing. Once the extendo stick is fully
retracted on the ground the competitor can ascend the pole to complete the remaining tasks
required of the event.
The competitor will climb a 40 foot pole equipped with three cross arms. The competitor will
stop at each arm, hang a handline and relocate the arm-mounted device to the opposite end
of the arm or rotate arm. The competitor will begin the event at the bottom arm.
The lowest cross arm will be mounted at 22 feet equipped with a drop-in pin mounted polymer
pin insulator. The second fiberglass dead end arm-mounted 90 degrees to the others and 6 ft
higher at 28 ft. will be rotated 180 degrees. The top arm mounted 5 feet above the second arm
at 33 ft. will be equipped with a 100 amp 15kV fused switch mounted on an “L” bracket.

Event Specification
1. The competitor will be allowed five (5) minutes set-up time before starting the event.

2. Event timing begins at the judge’s signal.

3. Leather gloves are required for the duration of the event and during preparation and

cleanup.

4. Competitors must furnish their own extendo stick. A competitor furnished stick may not

be altered in anyway and may be inspected by the event judge.

5. Competitor will begin the material transfers at the lowest arm first.

6. Handlines must be secured to a crossarm or the pole prior to moving equipment at each

location.

7. The extendo stick shall be placed on the ground at any position outside the 10ft radius

safety circle.

8. All nuts will be “snugged” with an approved wrench. All nuts and washers shall be

properly installed.

9. Gaff guards must be worn anytime work is done on the ground.

Time stops when the apprentice’s first foot touches the ground. The fall arrest must remain
attached for proper adjustment verification by the event judge.



Obstacle Course Material List

MANUFACTURER PART NUMBER
2 8' CROSSARM WOOD
4 8' CROSSARM BRACE Alumiform 55001
1 POLYMER DEAD-END INSULATOR Ohio Brass 4010150215
1 DEAD-END CLAMP, STRAIGHT LINE ADEX-47 ASOD5701N
1 8' FIBERGLASS CROSSARM PUPI TB200009603X2
1 POLYMER CUTOUT W/ BRACKET Chance CP710112
4 EYE NUT
10 5/8" SQUARE WASHER
6 MACHINE BOLT 5/8" x REQ. LENGTH
1 SOLID BLADE DOOR
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